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Need skin for reconstruction? Grow it! Mariel Chow has the story. 
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Tissue expansion surgery is a procedure 
that enables the body to ‘grow’ extra 
skin for reconstruction in almost any 

part. To aid in said surgery, a silicone balloon 
expander is inserted under the skin near the 
area that requires repair. To enable tissue 
stretching or expansion, the balloon is gradu-
ally filled with salt water over a period of  
time. Although the procedure is more com-
monly used for reconstructive surgeries such 
as breast reconstruction after mastectomies, 
birth defects, trauma and accidents, it does 
aid in a few aesthetic procedures as well. 

Consultant Plastic and Reconstructive 
Surgeons, Dr. Ananda Dorai and Dr. Marga-
ret Leow shed light on the mechanics of  tis-
sue expansion procedures, how it differs from 
skin flaps and why it may be a viable option 
for patients who prefer better cosmesis after 
surgery.

What is tissue expansion surgery?
Dr. Margaret explains that tissue expansion 
surgery utilises a device or implant called the 
tissue expander. She says, “The implant looks 
like a little balloon with a port, which can be 
filled with water, air or most times, saline.” 
After the expander is placed under the skin, 
the balloon will be gradually filled until tissues 
are stretched to optimal sizes. Dr. Ananda 
adds that tissue expansion surgery is espe-
cially applicable for reconstructive procedures 
or to cover a defect.  “We will introduce the 
implant or expander under the skin adjacent 
to the problem site, expand the tissues in 
preparation for surgery, remove the expander 
and stretch the expanded tissues over the de-
fect,” he discloses. Tissue expansion surgery, 
according to Dr. Margaret, takes accurate 
planning as implant placement is key. She 
points out that should tissue expansion be an 
option, surgeons will have to clarify incision 
locations, stretched tissue positions and what 
not to damage. 

Tissue expansion surgery is suited to 
many forms of  reconstruction surgery 
including two-stage breast reconstruction, 
nose and forehead reconstruction or basically 
any form of  trauma or defect that requires 
skin flaps.  An example of  such cases would 
be improved cosmesis of  large, post-surgical 
scars. Dr. Margaret asserts, “If  patients 
have big, unsightly scars after surgery and 
would prefer to have a neat, thin line, we can 
continually expand the tissues adjacent to the 
scar and three to six months later, cut away 
the large scar and cover the flaw with the 
expanded tissues.” Dr. Ananda reveals that 
birth defects such as large facial moles can 
greatly benefit from tissue expansion surgery, 
as skin flaps may not be viable. He says, “If  
patients were to have large defects on the 
forehead, it will be difficult to create a skin 
flap as forehead skin is especially unique in 

texture and colour. If  we were to excise the 
mole, we must expand the patient’s skin in 
order to cover up the imperfection caused 
by mole excisions.” Dr. Ananda adds that 
although defects can be covered up with skin 
grafts, results aren’t cosmetically appeal-
ing. He continues, “When we opt for tissue 
expansion surgery and expand non-damaged 
adjacent skin, tissue type, texture, colour and 
feel will be the same, if  not similar, and this 
will of  course, improve cosmetic outcomes.” 
Dr. Margaret concurs; she admits that one 
of  the rules of  plastic surgery is to always 
replace like with like. For example, if  burn 
patients have undergone skin grafts but aren’t 
happy with the look and feel of  the tissues, 
they can undergo tissue expansions, have the 
grafts removed and stretch the undamaged, 
expanded skin over the excision. 

Tissue expansion for cosmetic surgery
Although tissue expansion surgery is more 
suited to reconstructive surgery, it does aid in 
a few aesthetic procedures. According to Dr. 
Margaret, breast augmentation patients can 
opt for something called the Becker implant. 
This implant type is great for patients who 
prefer smaller breasts but would also like 
the added option of  increasing the implant’s 
size without undergoing surgery once more. 
She suggests, “Becker implants combine 
both silicone implants and tissue expansion. 
Patients can initially opt for smaller sizes but 
have the option of  larger breasts later.” Dr. 
Ananda states that Becker implants are also 
a choice for breast reconstruction patients. 
Because it’s an amalgamation of  both silicone 
and tissue expansion, saline can be continu-
ally introduced until the implant matches the 
unaffected contralateral side. 

Another instance where tissue expan-
sion appropriates cosmetic surgery is when 
patients experience hair loss. Should such 
patients choose not to undergo follicular 
transplants and prefer fast tracks to thick 
hair, tissue expansion is an option. The pro-
cedure begins by expanding the back of  the 
head that’s not affected by hair loss. Once 
the skin is sufficiently expanded, the bald 
skin can be excised and covered with the 
hairy expanded tissues. Dr. Margaret divulg-
es, “Patients who undergo tissue expansion 
for hair loss will be happy to know that once 
expanded tissues are stretched over affected 
areas and stitched in position, what’s left will 
be a clean, thin line as opposed to a large 
scar. She also goes on to explain that should 
patients undergo tissue expansion surgery in 
the head or breasts, suture lines can be hid-
den in the hair or natural folds of  the face 
or chest. “As plastic surgeons, we want to 
avoid obvious scars as much as possible and 
this is why surgical planning is of  upmost 
importance,” she says. 

Consultant Plastic and 
Reconstructive Surgeon, 
Dr. Ananda Dorai.

Consultant Plastic and 
Reconstructive Surgeon, 
Dr. Margaret Leow.
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What are the differences between tissue 
expansion surgery and skin flaps?
While tissue expansion surgery is merely skin expansion and 
stretching it across to affected adjacent areas, skin flaps are 
partly detached tissues with its own blood supply used to 
cover defects. Dr. Ananda expands, “There are many dif-
ferent types of  skin flaps depending on size, how it moves, 
rotation angle and composition of  tissues; whether it’s only 
skin or with muscle and even bone.” Dr. Margaret further 
clarifies that tissue expanders will always require flaps while 
not all skin flaps require expanders. She explains, “If  for ex-
ample, an affected area in the nose remains small, all that’s 
required is a skin flap without expansions because we still 
have leeway to do so.” Another example, she says, is breast 
reconstruction. If  surgeons were to practice a free tram 
flap where tissues from the tummy were transferred to the 
breast, there will be no need for tissue expansions, as tissues 
will stretch over time even if  patients experience tightness 
immediately after surgery. 

Why would patients opt for tissue expansions 
over skin flaps in breast reconstructions?
Dr. Ananda expounds that patients will leave the operating 
theatre with an extra scar should they opt for skin flaps. In 
instances where patients aren’t keen on extra scars, two-
stage tissue expansion surgery or a Becker implant may be 
better options. Dr. Ananda does warn that implants are not 
advisable to those still undertaking radiotherapy or chemo-
therapy. “When patients undergo radiation or chemo, risk 
of  implant rupture, infection and extrusion remains high,” 
he cautions. He goes on to suggest that should patients cur-
rently undergo such treatments, skin flaps may be the pre-
ferred choice in terms of  improved durability and versatility. 
Dr. Ananda further reveals that although implants may be a 
quick fix, they have limited longevity periods of  only five to 
ten years. He discloses, “Implants have expiry dates and this 
is something I always discuss with my patients. If  patients 
are looking for short-term solutions, implants are great. If  
patients are looking for permanent options, then skin flaps 
are the right choice.”

Skin expansion surgery vs. skin flaps
Dr. Margaret affirms that there are always pros and cons to 
every surgical type. Because one of  plastic surgery’s rules is 
always to replace like with like, surgeons will always substi-
tute lost skin with adjacent tissues that have the same colour 
and texture. She states, “If  we create skin flaps from regions 
that are hairy or of  a different colour, it’ll be extremely 
obvious that we transferred tissues from somewhere else.” 
This is where tissue expansion prevails. When tissues of  
similar type are expanded, cosmesis will be improved. 
The downside of  tissue expansion surgery however, is the 
amount of  time needed to fill the balloons. In instances 
such as cancer, patients don’t have time to wait and this is 
where skin flaps have an advantage over tissue expansions. 

Dr. Margaret divulges that although tissue expansion 
does have its advantages of  cosmesis and the lack of  extra 
scars, it does require time that patients may not always 
have. Likewise, it also boils down to what patients want and 
whether surgeons are able to deliver. “Some surgeons who 
aren’t used to tissue expanders may not like it as balloons 
need constant filling with added complications such as in-
fection,” she clarifies. She also adds that plastic surgeons are 
trained to practice all facets of  plastic surgery and hence, 

should be able to offer the varying procedures and advise 
which type provides the best outcomes. Every patient is 
different and certain cases will call for either procedure. 
Dr. Margaret recommends, “If  patients are smokers with 
decaying or decrepit blood vessels, tissue expanders are 
better. On the other hand, should patients be diabetic, tissue 
expanders aren’t suitable as chances of  infections increase. 

Dr. Ananda personally prefers skin flaps to tissue ex-
pansion surgeries, as the former requires skill and is more 
versatile. He expounds, “Once a plastic surgeon acquires 
the skills needed for skin flaps, he or she will think twice 
about using an expander as flaps are a one-stage surgery 
that doesn’t require constant balloon filling.” He does how-
ever add that choosing between the two options is surgeon-
dependent and there are always chances where flaps fail. 
“Although implants can affect in infection and extrusion, 
there are downsides of  skin flap surgeries as well.  As such, 
it’s our responsibility to advise patients and weigh out the 
pros and cons,” Dr. Ananda emphasises. 

How long will balloon expansion take?
Balloon expansion periods can vary from patient to patient 
and depends on how much time one has. Dr. Margaret 
reveals that patients can have their balloons filled weekly, 
bi-weekly or even everyday. She justifies that how much 
balloons can be filled will depend on the patient’s blood 
supply. “Whenever you stretch the skin, it’s painful and an 
indicator to stop filling is when the skin turns white,” she 
states. Once this happens, the balloon will be slightly de-
flated to allow colour to return. If  patients want to undergo 
surgery as soon as possible, they can always return the next 
day but should they experience poor blood supply, plastic 
surgeons will choose not to further inflate. Should patients 
live far away, expansions can be done bi-weekly but this will, 
of  course, effect in longer expansion periods. Dr. Margaret 
points out, “If  there’s no rush, it’s better that patients take 
their time and have the implant inflated once a week over 
the coming months, depending on how thick the skin is.” 
Dr. Ananda also adds that larger defects may take longer 
expansion periods, as there may be more than one implant 
placed under the skin. On average, balloon expansions can 
take anywhere from eight weeks to six months depending 
on the many variables. 


